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1

INTRODUCTION

The primary key is one of the first concepts covered in introductory database design texts. The
premise is simple enough: every record or row in a table should have some number or string that
can uniquely identify it. Primary keys are essential for linking data spread across database tables
and for looking up and retrieving data from specific records. Sometimes primary keys are relatively
unique and anonymous numeric strings (e.g., a client ID number) and sometimes primary keys are
less anonymous (e.g., a U.S. Social Security Number) or even less unique (e.g., a first and last name).
Yet for a special instance of an identifier—a data point that establishes a connection to an object
or individual—that seems so straightforward and uncontroversial, we find myriad ways that this
unassuming bit of infrastructure has an outsized influence in human services work. What are the
implications, for example, when an individual client is assigned two different client ID numbers by
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separate, incommensurate databases, each one required by a different funder of the human services
organization? What are the implications when an individual client provides different pseudonyms
to different human services organizations that want to aggregate her/his data to improve service
provision within a community?
Through case studies of the organizational networks of two nonprofit human services organizations—including 37 interviews with 43 staff members from an HIV/AIDS service organization’s
network and a homelessness service organization’s network—we find that different stakeholders
use variants of identifiers and primary keys to support work practices that are far more complex
and social than the linking of tables or the lookup of data. Yet we also find that the low-level,
technical properties of the primary key—including that the primary key cannot be changed, cannot
be null or empty, and must be unique within its context—are bubbling up through the infrastructure
and forcing end-users to work on the infrastructure’s terms, a class of infrastructure problem that
Edwards et al. [24] call interjected abstractions.
In this research, we take a broad-based, work practice approach to the study of a specific facet of
information infrastructure. Instead of bounding our unit of analysis around a given technology
(e.g., the relational database and its primary key), we bound our unit of analysis around what we
call database practices and primary key practices. This more expansive unit of analysis enables
us to consider work practices that should inform system design but that do not currently rely
on the technologies in question. We mirror, in particular, Voida et al.’s study of nonprofit sector
database use that interrogates not just databases that are ‘technically’ databases, but that also
include spreadsheets and paper forms used as databases [71]. We similarly expand our analysis
of the primary key to include the myriad identifiers in whatever kind of information system they
might appear that are used to support primary key work practices such as organizing, sorting,
linking, and accessing records. Given this approach, we use the terms ‘database’ and ‘primary key’
with a limited degree of rhetorical elasticity in the work presented here—sometimes stretching
their original technical definitions, but within the bounds of related practice. In taking up this unit
of analysis and its related rhetoric, we are able to more holistically and empirically interrogate
the tensions between the work for which stakeholders are appropriating primary keys and other
identifiers and the influence of the technical infrastructure on that work.
2
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW
Infrastructure & Infrastructure Problems in Human-Centered Computing

Information infrastructures are as old as the stones used by the British Empire to count their
subjects [67]. While the power dynamics between those who define what counts for being counted
and those who are themselves counted has continued to be a pervasive attribute of information
infrastructures (e.g., [37, 45, 56]), the material forms of those infrastructures have continued to
evolve [21]. From stones [67] to census tracts [56] to spreadsheets [21, 68] and databases [21, 36],
the materialities of information infrastructures shape work practice [22, 46]. And particularly so in
a contemporary society that values data-driven thinking and decision-making.
Researchers have focused extensively on characterizing the sociotechnical nature of information
infrastructures, particularly its classification systems (e.g., [8, 11, 12, 43, 52]) and systems of measurement (e.g., [6, 49, 73]). As Star asserts, if you overlook the social and political nature of information
infrastructures, you miss "essential aspects of aesthetics, justice, and change" [61]. For example,
while the process of filling out a death certificate and declaring a cause of death may seem to be
factually straightforward, the information infrastructure around this task is imbued with religious
and ethical values as well as influenced by doctors’ work practices [12]. Additionally, Voida et al.
[73] argue that the selection of particular units of measurement is highly political and prioritizes
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the needs of certain stakeholders over others, which is especially difficult given the asymmetric
power relationships in the human services context. Systems of classification and measurement
exert clear political influence, then, over human experience. The experience of marginalization
through systems of classification and measurement is pervasive enough that Bowker and Star
have given a name to the experience, calling it torque: "the twisting that occurs when a formal
classification system is mismatched with an individual’s biographical trajectory, memberships, or
location" [12]. Indeed, as Mol has argued: "The point of asking what is being counted is not to
argue that counting is doomed to do injustice to the complexity of life. This is certain. The point,
instead, is to discover how and in what ways" [42].
These systems of classification and measurement, when implemented in database systems, are formalized by those databases’ schemas. The database—as infrastructure—then, imposes an additional
requirement on the schema, that one field be declared the primary key to do the additional work of
organizing, sorting, linking and accessing records. Although not often the focus of sociotechnical
research in information infrastructures or classification systems, analytic interrogations of the
database’s primary key are one way to gain new insights into the functioning and implications of
database systems. Raley notes the key role played by the primary key in linking records about an
individual across databases: "...provided a set of different databases are networked and provided
that they share the same means of establishing individual identification, so that a single unit (an
individual or number) can be identified consistently across a range of data sets with a primary key"
[51]. And Ribes and Jackson [53] further foreshadow the critical role of the primary key in linking
data back to the real-world construct(s) that those data are intended to represent—in their case,
the primary key provides the crucial link between a water sample and a specific stream. While
the stream’s primary key is simple and mundane, if the identifier were to become detached from
the rest of the data, the entire system would break down because scientists would be unable to
associate the water sample with its source.
Information infrastructures are particularly essential objects of study for the fields of computersupported cooperative work and human-centered computing because they are performative; that
is, the infrastructures, themselves, exert influence on the world around them. As Bowker asserts,
"the database itself will ultimately shape the world in its image: it will be performative" [11].
This performativity has been studied in many contexts including environmental monitoring [53],
flora and fauna [11], medicine [49], and emergency food systems [73]. As Pine and Liboiron
have argued, the influence of data tools and practices are crucial for human-centered computing
researchers and designers to take into consideration: "Since computing technologies such as
databases, algorithms, and information entry interfaces, are designed around measurement; the
development of measurements and the politics they embody can shape HCI design before it has
even begun" [49]. And as Taylor has argued, systems design and implementation is also a process of
‘world making’ [65]. Design decisions matter not just for the affordances of the final artifacts, but
in the assumptions they perpetuate about what is possible in the world and for shaping the kinds
of futures that people imagine, advocate for, and work towards [65]. Within the nonprofit domain,
Voida et al. [73] argue that the database systems used by organizations and tuned to collecting
particular data based on external stakeholder needs become performative by shaping "the future of
the organizations and institutions that we rely on to promote the public good and remedy social
injustice." And critically, the impact of information systems on public policy may be felt unevenly
by stakeholders who are powerful enough to define categories and schemas, and those—often
clients—who are not [12, 62].
Because infrastructure underlies many systems layers in the design of computing, what Star and
Ruhleder refer to as its “embeddedness” [62], infrastructure has an outsized influence on system
design and user experience; it is "’sunk’ into, inside of, other structures, social arrangements and
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technologies" [62]. Edwards et al. [24] characterize three “infrastructure problems” that derive
from this design influence. First, infrastructure can create problems of constrained possibilities, in
which "design choices taken by the infrastructure may preclude entirely certain desirable user
experience outcomes." Second, infrastructure can create problems of interjected abstractions, in
which "technical abstractions in the interface may appear in the conceptual model exposed to
users." Third, infrastructure can create problems of unmediated interaction, in which "users may
have to interact directly with the infrastructure to accomplish their goals." These infrastructure
problems, largely unpacked by Edwards et al. [24] as challenges for user interface design and user
experience, harken back to considerations of the materiality of information infrastructures [21]—
that the embeddedness [62] of the technical abstractions is, itself, a reflection of the materiality
of information. It is this theoretical bridging among multiple uses and audiences of the term
“infrastructure” that we return to in our discussion, as it provides a productive vantage point for
interrogating the infrastructural abstractions that force human services staff to work in their image.
This research also responds to Bietz and Lee’s call for a richer understanding of how collaborative
work is infrastructured by information ecologies comprised of multiple databases [7]:
The tendency to dismiss situations where organizations depend on imperfectly interoperable databases as merely inefficient legacy systems is likely glossing over insights
about just how multiple databases support not only different types of work but also
different perspectives and priorities [7].
Here, we unpack how the micro-scale player of the primary key has an outsized influence on
human services work practices across the proliferation of databases [71] of the intra- and interorganizational work of human services provision. In doing so, we highlight the importance of
focusing analytic attention—not just on those infrastructures that might otherwise be rendered
analytically invisible—but on the technical assumptions underlying the material instantiations of
those infrastructures.
2.2 The Data Work of Human Services Provision
Human services organizations are organizations "whose principal function is to protect, maintain, or enhance the personal well-being of individuals by defining, shaping or altering their
personal attributes" [31]. Human services represent the largest portion (73%) of United States
federal spending—providing critical services such as workforce development, healthcare, and child
welfare [20]. But rather than provide many of these human services directly, over the last fifty years,
federal, state and local governments have increasingly contracted with nonprofit organizations to
provide these services [57]. For example, the Urban Institute estimates that in 2012 governments
paid close to $81 billion to human services nonprofits for service provision [48]. With this funding
has come increased expectations for accountability and evidence of impact, which inevitably means
collecting data, which we have referred to elsewhere as data compliance work [5]. This pressure
from funders runs alongside nonprofit professionals’ own need for data that will help them identify problems, adjust practices, and coordinate with other providers to better meet the needs of
individual clients.
But collecting and using this data to meet these external and internal demands is not as straightforward as it seems, in part because the data needs of funders and the data needs of human
services staff are often different [3, 4, 23, 33]. Even when the same data could be used to meet
both sets of needs, the data infrastructure requirements of funders make it almost impossible to do
so [5, 9, 23, 33]. Consequently, most human services organizations focus on meeting funder data
demands often at great cost and often without a clear benefit to the people they serve [3, 15, 23, 58].
All of this data work rests on top of limited technical capacity and resource constraints that
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make the vision of data-driven human services provision outside the reach of most organizations
[5, 9, 13, 14, 33, 39–41, 69, 71, 72].
In the past several years, data demands have gotten even more complicated for human services
organizations, as they are now asked to aggregate data across organizations to track progress in
addressing problems at the community-level [5, 9, 25, 38, 66]. Here, new data issues have emerged,
requiring what we have referred to elsewhere as data coordination work [5]. Schoech [55] has
predicted that the general trend toward big data will require human services organizations to
develop greater interoperability of data systems and that this will require "predetermined data
definitions, standards, protocols" and "user authentication and identity management tools to ensure
data security, client privacy and confidentiality."
Privacy concerns add additional layers of complexity to the information infrastructures in some
organizations that are legally mandated to ensure confidentiality. Even in other settings, where
confidentiality is not legally required, privacy concerns strain the relationships that organizations
have with clients as clients raise concerns about their rights in this new data sharing environment
[60]. Although it is difficult to generalize about human services organizations given their diversity,
on the whole, they tend to be more professionalized and bureaucratic than other nonprofits and,
consequently, clients have less control in the organization, including over their data [30]. Further,
in human services work, data collection and service provision occur simultaneously, rendering
clients’ conditions—homelessness, mental illness, HIV positive status—more visible and open to
inspection, visibility that is all the more acute when the client is experiencing a socially stigmatized
condition. The asymmetric power relationship foregrounded by the provision (or not) of services
is a powerful frame for the experience of data collection (see also [10]). Clients often respond
to mitigate this new vulnerability by limiting what they disclose [60]. Carnochan et al. [16] and
De Witte et al. [19] found that collecting valid data, then, depends on working to build trusting
relationships with clients—what we have elsewhere referred to as data confidence work [5]—so that
clients are willing to fully disclose information about themselves. Finally, although data collection
processes can and do vary across human services settings, in many human services organizations
these data collection processes are extensive and so intertwined with service provision that they
almost become the service, itself [5, 59].
Additional challenges of data work in human services provision also include the following:
competition among organizations [34, 64], evolving priorities in public policy and associated
funding [5], and the various ways that "doing good" can be operationalized [4, 70].
Overall, there is a significant need to understand the role and challenges of data-driven work in
the nonprofit and human services context. As the pressure for these organizations to become more
data-driven intensifies (e.g., [32]), significant questions have arisen about the effects of data-driven
work practices on these organizations, their staff, and the clients they serve [3–5, 9, 15, 23, 33, 58].
Researchers have started to piece together a puzzle of various factors that are influencing or
positioned to influence the nature of data-driven work in this context, including the influence
of funders (e.g., [2, 9, 18, 23, 57, 63]), other organizations in the surrounding networks [35], and
the public policy field [5]. This research contributes a missing piece to the puzzle in this line of
scholarship: exploring how information infrastructure and its abstractions influence data-driven
work.
3 METHODS
We conducted case studies of the organizational networks of two human services organizations—one
in the HIV/AIDS services policy field and one in the homelessness services policy field—to better
understand the information ecosystems of data work in the nonprofit sector. Elsewhere, we present
findings related to the macro-level influences that the broader policy field has on information
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infrastructures and work practices, including the ways that federal policies are implemented at
the state and local level, the choice of funding tool used, and the assumptions about public policy
problems and solutions [5]. Here, we turn to interrogate the role of a much more micro-level player,
the database primary key, in the data work of human services organizations.
3.1

Case Selection

We selected two organizational networks in which we anticipated that the phenomenon of interest—
the data work—would be rich and intense [47]. We used three criteria to select a focal organization
for each network: (1) a nonprofit that received government funding to ensure that the information
ecosystem would be undertaking data compliance work; (2) a nonprofit working in a policy field
where there was an effort to achieve community-level outcomes to ensure that the information
ecosystem would be undertaking data coordination work; and (3) a nonprofit serving a population
that faced some societal stigma to ensure that the information ecosystem would be oriented toward
data confidence work. We chose focal organizations working in two different social service areas
(policy fields), so we could understand the degree of transferability of findings across service
contexts.
One case centers around the information ecosystem and organizational network of an HIV/AIDS
services organization. The focal organization in the HIV/AIDS case is a community organization
in a county with a population of approximately one million people. Like many other community
organizations founded in the late 1980s in response to the AIDS crisis, this organization has a diverse
portfolio: service provision for those diagnosed with HIV/AIDS, including case management, mental
health and addiction counseling, and medical services; free testing and risk-reduction counseling;
and advocacy for the rights of persons living with or affected by HIV/AIDS. At the time of the
study, the organization had nearly 50 staff members, had served approximately 1,200 HIV positive
individuals, and had provided approximately 3,500 free HIV tests. The organization had received
support from a range of foundations and donors, though the majority of its funding (62%) had come
from county and state government.
A second case centers around the information ecosystem and organizational network of a
homelessness services organization. The focal organization in the homelessness case, also founded
in the late 1980s, is situated in a county with a population of about 400,000 people. This organization
is one of three in the city that provides services to adults experiencing homelessness, including
street outreach, overnight sheltering during the winter months, and transitional and permanent
supportive housing year-round. At the time of this study, the organization also had approximately
50 staff members and 2016 census figures suggest that the organization contributed to serving a
population of approximately 700 homeless individuals in the county, though these census figures
are widely considered to under-represent the population [54]. The majority of this organization’s
revenue came from a combination of private sources (40%) and government grants (30%) through
two city governments, the county government and, indirectly, from the federal government (as
passed through a local coordinating organization).
3.2

Data Collection

We collected data through in-depth case studies within each focal organization, as well as with key
informants at organizations in the focal organizations’ surrounding information ecosystem. The
analysis reported here is drawn from data collected through 37 interviews with 43 human services
staff (Table 1). The semi-structured interviews broadly covered topics around data collection, entry,
aggregation, use, and sharing.
In each focal organization, we conducted semi-structured interviews with a cross-section of
staff who interact in a variety of ways with the organization’s data, including frontline staff in
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Table 1. Informants by Case

HIV/AIDS
Services Case
Focal
Organization

Organizations
in the
Surrounding
Network

Frontline staff,
15 interviews (n=17):
program managers, A1-A15
and data oversight

Homelessness
Services Case
6 interviews (n=7):
H1-H2, H8-H11

Staff from referral
organizations

5 interviews (n=6) across 4 interviews (n=4) across
4 organizations:
4 organizations:
A16, A18, A20-A22
H4, H6-H7, H12

Staff from data
aggregating
organizations
(e.g., funders)

4 interviews (n=6) across
2 organizations:
A17, A19, A23-A24

3 interviews (n=3) across
2 organizations:
H3, H5, H13

different programs who are responsible for collecting data; program managers who are responsible
for reporting this data up to senior staff; and quality assurance or other staff who provide oversight
of data.
We also conducted semi-structured interviews that provided a more expansive view of the
broader information ecosystem across each organizational network, including interviews with
staff from other nonprofit organizations that were members of referral networks, with whom the
focal organization shared clients and client data, as well as with staff from organizations who were
responsible for receiving and aggregating data upstream (e.g., funders). In the HIV/AIDS case, this
included staff from the county and state; in the homeless services case, this included staff at a
nonprofit intermediary and the county.
This sample of informants provides a broad view of the organizational infrastructures and data
work of the network of human services organizations in each case, though it does not represent
the perspectives of all organizational stakeholders. For example, while we involved many frontline
staff who work directly with clients on a day-to-day basis, we are unable to represent accounts of
client experiences. Instead, our vantage point in this work enables us to understand how data work
affects staff members’ interactions with clients—the nature of their relationships with clients and
their ability to render effective and supportive services to clients.
To better understand the complexities of the information infrastructures across each of these
organizational networks as well as to clarify any ambiguities or discontinuities within or across
informant accounts, we also employed two additional methods of data collection, used within the
context of the semi-structured interviews:
(1) To the extent allowable by the organization, we collected data artifacts that documented
the information systems experienced by and characterized by informants, including data
collection forms, the data dictionaries and database user manuals that described what staff
should enter into a particular database, and the websites of the vendors who supplied the
information systems and/or technical assistance to the organization.
(2) In each focal organization, we also worked with the person most centrally responsible for
the oversight of data to develop a data journey map for that organization and its network
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[1]—flow diagrams of how data moved into, through, and out of their organization, including
information about what data, where those data are organized and managed, from whom the
data originated, and to whom the data are passed off.

We also observed coordinating meetings within each organizational ecosystem, at which service
providers and funders discussed service coordination and data sharing. These data are not analyzed
here but were used to help identify key stakeholders for additional interviews across each focal
organization’s network.
To support the distributed fieldwork of this interdisciplinary research team, the principal investigators of the larger research program (the second and third authors of this article), conducted a
phase of joint pilot fieldwork at the first focal organization before the data collection effort reported
here. This joint pilot fieldwork included an initial interview with a key informant, a facility tour,
and two focus groups with a breadth of staff at the focal organization. We used this pilot fieldwork
to develop an initial shared understanding of the setting, the work being carried out, and the infrastructures supporting this work; to begin to establish a common language around infrastructure and
data work; as well as to identify common constructs of interest. Researchers then divided up the
remaining data collection. Researchers met almost weekly throughout data collection to coordinate
the ongoing, iterative refinement of the interview protocol and to coordinate a consistent sampling
of informants across the organizational networks of the two cases.
3.3

Data Analysis

We analyzed data iteratively and moved between phases of inductive analysis grounded in the
data and deductive analysis grounded in the research literature (see e.g., [17]). To begin, we read
through the transcripts for each case separately, identifying instances of data work while attending
to similarities and differences across the two cases. As with most studies, more than one interpretive
frame can be used to understand the data, illuminating some aspects of a case while downplaying
others [50]. In our first stage of analysis, we identified themes across the data suggesting the
influence of the policy field on data work practices in human services organizations and their
networks (published in [5]). In our second stage of analysis, we identified prominent, cross-cutting
themes related to the role of identification, identifiability, and identifiers in those same instances of
data work. We report on the details of the latter analytic process in what follows.
In our second stage of analysis, researchers inductively coded all interview transcripts for any
broad relationships that the data work had to themes of identification, identifiability, and identifiers.
Researchers met almost weekly to discuss the emergent coding categories and the relationships
among them. Through these ongoing discussions, we began to see a distinction between: (1) coding
that was descriptive of work practices that were implicated in the use of identifiers (e.g., that
identifiers were important in counting clients) and (2) coding that was descriptive of the kinds of
assumptions about the use of these identifiers in work practices (e.g., that critical identifiers needed
to be collected first).
Our second round of coding, then, focused on distinguishing between these two broad categories
of codes and developing additional granularity to our understanding of each of them. In this phase,
researchers also generated memos using the guiding questions, "What work is being supported
or constrained here?" and "What assumptions about identifiers are supporting or constraining
these work practices?" Through the continued weekly discussions, particularly as supported by
these memos, the role played by different variants of identifiers came to the fore, which served to
highlight the workarounds of stakeholders and how the normative assumptions of the primary
key—as a special and influential instance of identifier—influenced work practices. Our third round
of coding focused on interrogating even more specifically what variants of the identifiers and
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primary keys were implicated in these work practices and what infrastructural properties were
influencing both the work practices and the contextual assumptions.
4
4.1

RESULTS
Variants of Identifiers Used as Primary Keys

4.1.1 Variants Across a Design Space of Uniqueness and Anonymity. In relational database design,
the primary key is required to be unique to enable information retrieval through the identification
of specific records of interest and to allow relationships to be represented across tables within a
database through linking and cross referencing. Primary keys are also predominantly assumed to
be anonymous, not directly identified with a person, as database design best practices commonly
suggest using a numeric identifier automatically generated by the database, itself. In the human
services context, however, these assumptions do not always hold. Organizations appropriate
multiple variants of identifiers and primary keys—both in the degree of anonymity afforded as well
as the degree of uniqueness of the identifier and/or the individual identified. Different variants
have different affordances, which support different kinds of work.
In the human services context, primary keys typically refer to a row of data in a table that
corresponds to a client or establishes a link between the client and an instance of service provision
(e.g. meeting with a case manager or accessing a food pantry). Informants never used the specific,
technical term "primary key"; that construct emerged from our analysis as having particularly
useful explanatory power (see [28]) for explaining the assumptions and constraints around the use
of identifiers. Instead, informants used language such as "unique identifier," "ID," or they described
specific types of IDs like drivers’ license numbers or U.S. Social Security Numbers. Informants
used similar language regardless of whether they were referring to a primary key in a database or
a similarly-functioning identifier in a spreadsheet or on a form, which mirrors our broader unit
of analysis, studying identifiers used for primary key practices regardless of the material form of
infrastructure supporting those practices.
Through our analysis, we found that identifiers used as primary keys in this human services
context vary in the degree of anonymity they afford—the extent to which the associated client can
be identified and linked back to the rest of the data. Example identifiers sometimes used as primary
keys that vary along this dimension of anonymity include the following:
• Anonymous Identifiers such as randomly-generated or incremented numeric strings are
maximally de-identified and generally considered to prohibit the reassociation of data with
the individual represented by the data.
• Obfuscated Identifiers are created through hashes of legally-identifying information to
render that data less identifiable (e.g., taking the last two letters from a first name and
appending the last two letters of a last name and the day of the month the individual was
born). Obfuscated identifiers enable some degree of anonymity while also theoretically
enabling the identifier to be re-matched to an individual—or a small group of potential
individuals.
• Pseudonymous Identifiers exist in fields defined to contain legally-identifying information, but may not contain legally-verifiable information. Pseudonymous identifiers may be
used consistently over time, linking consistently to the same individual even though that
individual might not be directly identifiable; pseudonymous identifiers may also differ over
time, providing an inconsistent reference to an unidentifiable individual.
• Legal Identifiers such as names and U.S. Social Security Numbers are maximally identifiable
and often require an additional level of verification against government-issued documents.
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Through our analysis, we also found that identifiers vary in the degree to which they are unique,
though in two distinct ways that are highly entangled in practice: (1) in the extent to which they
are unique in the context of a given database, as is typically required in the design of relational
databases, but also (2) in the extent to which they reference a unique individual. Example identifiers
sometimes used as primary keys varying along this entangled dimension of uniqueness include the
following:
• Not Necessarily Unique Identifiers are identifiers like names that can often be linked to
a unique individual but are not guaranteed to be unique within a database (e.g., an instance in
which two people with separate records in the same database share a common name).
• Aliased Identifiers are unique identifiers with respect to the database (e.g., an anonymous
identifier might have been generated when a client presented to receive services on a first
visit) but that are not guaranteed to uniquely represent a given individual (e.g., if a second
anonymous identifier was generated for the same individual on a subsequent visit).
• Deduplicated Identifiers are unique identifiers within a given database that are also guaranteed to uniquely represent a given individual—that is, the unique identifier has also been
deduplicated.
The two entangled manifestations of uniqueness become key to understanding some of the infrastructure problems that emerge in this context and so we’ll return to this entanglement in our
discussion.
All of the identifiers present in our data are situated at the intersection of both dimensions. That is,
all identifiers have different affordances with respect to anonymity and uniqueness (e.g., anonymous
and aliased identifiers, anonymous and deduplicated identifiers, legal and not necessarily unique
identifiers, pseudonymous and not necessarily unique identifiers, etc.) The data does not include
all possible permutations of identifiers—and it seems intuitively likely that not all permutations
may be possible. But we stop short here of suggesting or creating prescriptive links between the
two dimensions so as not to constrain the designerly imagination moving forward.
4.1.2 Variants as Instantiated Across Different Classes of Information Systems. The information
infrastructures used by the organizations in this research are, like those of many other nonprofits,
creative assemblages of many types of systems—referred to elsewhere as homebrew databases
[71]. These homebrew databases include various enterprise-level or custom database systems;
spreadsheet applications used as databases; and paper-based instantiations of databases, often
forms that mirror the data-entry workflow of another database where the data will be entered
later. Though the term "primary key" is typically only used by database administrators to refer to
a special class of identifiers used in formal database systems, here we extend its use to describe
key identifiers that are used to the same end across the different classes of information systems
that make up these organizations’ homebrew databases. For example, a last name on the top of
a paper form is used for filing that form in alphabetical order then and re-accessing the data it
contains later. We adopt this broader unit of analysis to enable a more holistically-informative view
over work practices that are likely to inform database design—which includes not only database
systems but also information systems that are used to perform similar work to that which is
intended to be supported by databases. In each of these classes of information systems that make up
organizations’ homebrew databases, identifiers are used consistently to access records of individual
clients, to aggregate records, and to deduplicate records (where possible). And in most cases, these
identifiers across classes of information systems serve a significant role influencing the work of
these organizations, for example:
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• The primary key, as implemented in database systems. The HIV/AIDS focal organization receives funding from the County and State to provide a variety of health-related
services. The funding is passed down from the Health Resources and Services Administration
(HRSA), an agency of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to the County and
State which in turn contract out to local nonprofit service providers. Per provisions of the
funding relationship, the organization shares client data with HRSA via a prescribed database
system. A staff member describes the relative degree of anonymity afforded by the database
through an explanation of how, in this instance, the obfuscated identifier used as a primary
key is generated: "Real data is not reported by name to HRSA, it’s reported using the unique
identifier. And so, you know, the identifier is generated by an algorithm that looks at first
name, last name, gender and date of birth" (A17).
• Identifiers that serve as de facto, human-accessible primary keys in database systems. Another database used within this same organizational network provides a mechanism
for looking up clients’ work histories via the legal identifier of their U.S. Social Security
Number so that their "work history is then documented through your taxes and how long
you worked at that employer" (A3).
• Identifiers that serve as de facto primary keys in spreadsheets used as databases.
Three emergency housing services organizations in the homelessness case have undertaken
a grassroots effort to merge their client data to try and better understand clients’ use of
services across organizations in the county. Once a year, each organization exports its data to
Excel from the different systems each uses as their primary client database—one from Access,
one from Salesforce, and one from Excel. One executive director, then, manually merges and
deduplicates all records using the clients’ names as aliased or not necessarily unique, legal or
pseudonymous identifiers. A staff member at an HIV/AIDS organization manages a similar
process, further specifying the workflow with legal identifiers to involve: "I do a sort based
on names and I deduplicate" (A8).
• Identifiers that serve as de facto primary keys in paper forms used as analog proxies for databases. In the human services context, one of the most common paper-based
"databases" are the forms used to refer clients for services at other organizations. The
HIV/AIDS focal organization uses a paper referral for numerous services: "The mental health
referrals, substance abuse referrals, legal referrals and referrals for medical case management,
those are all the paper referrals. It’s a 2-page referral so the first page is basic demographic
information: client’s name, date of birth, Social [Security Number], contact [telephone] number and what it is they need..." (A5). The lead information on page one, the data that serves
the role of the primary key for sorting and accessing each form-as-record in this instance, are
legal identifiers (e.g., Social Security Number), verified through government-issued ID cards.
4.2

The Sociotechnical Work of the Primary Key

Never merely just a tool for carrying out the technical work of linking database tables, primary
keys—and other identifiers used for primary key practices—enable numerous forms of critical social
work, as well. In unpacking the social work enabled by the primary key, we begin here to employ
more of the rhetorical elasticity of our broader analytic frame. Here, by ’primary key,’ we are most
often referring both to primary keys that are ’technically’ primary keys as well as to identifiers that
are used for primary key practices. In the human services context, the primary key enables social
work related both to the individual who is identified and to the data that has been collected about
that individual. Once a primary key has been created for a client, it is used by different stakeholders
to enable different forms of work both within and across organizations.
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4.2.1 Counting Clients for Accountability: Often-Estimated Aggregations. More than any other form
of work supported by primary keys, informants talk about the work of counting clients. In the
homelessness focal organization, staff explained that the count of "how many people have stayed
each month" (H10) is frequently compiled and sent to the board because of their level of interest in
the information and the metric’s importance in driving their decision-making (H12). Similarly, in
the HIV/AIDS focal organization, one staff member discussed the kinds of common data requests
that she receives: "My supervisor [asks] ‘...how many positive tests did you have this month?’" (A9).
The count of positive tests per month acts as a proxy for a count of clients who have been identified
as HIV+ based on the assumption that only one test has been run per person. While this might be
a valid assumption in many cases, informants also discussed instances in which clients obtained
additional tests or nights at a homelessness shelter by providing different identifying information
at each interaction.
As a staff member from a referral organization in the homelessness services network explains,
a motivation for counting clients is to compare supply and demand: "Who do we serve and how
do we want to serve them? I mean that’s basically... every conversation gets down to it and it’s
like, you know, who gets priority? What programs [do] we put emphasis on?" (H6). Using primary
keys to develop counts of people in need and comparing those counts against funding allocation
allows decision-makers to reallocate resources. Underpinning this logistical question, however, is
the more political question of which, and how many, clients are prioritized for services.
Notably, frontline staff rarely share accounts of counting clients for their own work. Counting
clients is predominantly done for reporting upward in the organizational hierarchy and outward to
boards, funders, and policymakers. In the context of this reporting, staff in both cases are fiercely
protective of their clients’ privacy. Even if staff used less anonymous identifiers as primary keys in
information systems within the organization, they frequently de-identified their client data before
sharing, switching to the use of anonymous or obfuscated identifiers: "I enter all the information
into a big database that I send to the county quarterly. And I just de-identify it, so they just have a
client identification number as opposed to a name for anonymity purposes" (H9). The acceptability
of this (pseudo-)anonymization practice for the receiving parties suggests that the recipients of the
data are, in general, more concerned with unique counts of clients than specific client identities.
Yet, contrary to normative assumptions in database design that a normalized, orderly, and efficient
database contains one and only one unique (deduplicated) record in each table corresponding to its
real-world counterpart, the normative assumption in the human services context is that primary
keys are most likely to identify unique but not necessarily deduplicated records—that aliased
identifiers are an expected and everyday reality in these organizations’ databases: "...we found out
after matching everyone first that although you might naively think there was maybe 5,000 or so
people in the system in the course of a year, there was probably closer to 3,000 with dupes taken
out, so that was a significant finding" (H12). That process of deduplication was reported to be a
little like "detective work" (H10). In instances in which records are being tracked in spreadsheets,
the counting process requires manual deduplication, often through sorting, for example:
A8: And then when it comes to reporting on overall number of households served, I
don’t need to count that person three times because they’re on that spreadsheet three
times, I need to count them once for that purpose.
I: Do you have a unique identifier that helps you do that quickly?
A8: It’s name-based in that spreadsheet and so I do whenever I’m counting number of
households, I do a sort based on names and I deduplicate.
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Other informants report getting in trouble for having duplicate records for clients: "And then
County catches those and smacks us on the hand for not figuring out that they’re already in there
because it causes dual records and then they need to verify which one is kept..." (A14).
Duplicated client records have to be assumed to exist both within and across organizations,
however, for reasons beyond any single organization’s control. Multiple funders of the HIV/AIDS
services focal organization each require that records of service provision supported by their funding
be entered into each of their separate databases, so the same client at a single organization might
exist once, separately, in each funder’s database. Staff in both cases also report being aware of
instances in which clients presented at multiple human services organizations with different names,
or pseudonymous identifiers, (e.g., "you could be Joe at the shelter and then go to [another city]
and be Joseph and we would never know that you’re the same guy" (H1)), making it difficult to
aggregate data across organizations to derive an accurate client count for larger community-based
efforts. As such, aggregated counts are more-than-likely assumed to be estimates.
4.2.2 Tracking Clients for Effectiveness: Aspirations of Re-Identifiable, Longitudinal Client Histories.
The most common work that frontline staff wished their data and its primary keys would support,
"the holy grail of information around people, is longitudinal data" (H1). Staff across cases most
commonly referred to this work as "tracking" or "following" clients:
I wish we could track every single service that an individual will use his Ryan White
[benefits] for and I thought, you know, if that was incorporated into our own database
we could easily track that... but we just, when we talked about it together we just
realized that would be just another database. (A7, emphasis added)
Our dream... we have long conversations philosophically about how do we, how do we
follow people at the shelter? How do we follow a person? Say they’ve come in as an
emergency client, they entered into the transition program, you know, they got kicked
out or they came back, they went, they came back, got kicked out, been here 3 times
or whatever, uh, which is not uncommon and, and yet it’s hard to sort of follow that
person. So we had this dream of like a data entry form where you could literally follow
an individual all through their trek through the shelter. (H8, emphasis added)
In contrast to the work of counting clients, the work of following clients was envisioned as
predominantly being useful for frontline staff. Despite the overtones of surveillance, frontline staff
felt that longitudinal client data, envisioned as the "person’s history" (H6), would enable them to
better serve clients’ needs—forming a holistic picture of what services clients have received and,
implicitly, for what services they might still be eligible. Based on a similar sort of longitudinal client
history that three organizations in the homelessness services case manually assembled over a year,
they observed that:
Now we have this interesting thing.... We know [our high-use clients] by name now.
We can alphabetize them, we can talk to them, you know, we can start convening
committees to work around, you know, what are we going to do about it.... (H12)
These histories are anticipated to be able to "create efficiency" (H6) so that clients "don’t have to
keep getting cycled through" (H5). One staff member specifically affirmed that these longitudinal
client histories would likely be "a little too tedious, I think, for most funders because they want the
bigger picture" (H8).
And yet, not only are there challenges in aggregating data across multiple organizations’ databases
with incommensurate primary keys, there is a wicked irony here with respect to who can aggregate
interorganizational, longitudinal data and who sees the on-the-ground value in those data. They are
not the same populations. For funding agencies, longitudinal client histories are both feasible—and
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in some cases (e.g., HRSA), a reality—given that funders are in a position to prescribe the use of
a particular database, define the data schema, and stipulate the use of anonymous or obfuscated,
and deduplicated identifiers to aggregate data while preserving some degree of client privacy.
For example, one staff member from the HIV/AIDS focal organization (A17) did reflect that the
HRSA database enforced the use of consistent, algorithmically-generated primary keys by any
organization receiving funding from HRSA. This technical policy affords the creation of holistic
client histories—at least for internal use within HRSA. But since not all of the focal organization’s
clients are supported with HRSA funding, not all clients have a HRSA algorithmically-generated
primary key. As a result, for consistency within the focal organization, staff must use an alternate
primary key across all their clients. This complicates the re-identification and re-association of the
HRSA client’s record with the actual client who frontline staff would want to serve. Through the
process of aggregation, the link between the data and the client represented by the data has been
compromised (see also [53]).
Nafus refers to anonymized, aggregated data that can’t be re-identified as "dead data" [44]. Data
organized and stored with primary keys to help ensure privacy in aggregation, then, also prevents
the use of that data by the frontline staff who envision the value of leveraging these longitudinal
client histories for delivering more effective services. For them, access to the longitudinal client
histories that are aggregated by funders along with the ability to re-link the data to their specific
client is still a pipe dream. And the prospect of creating their own databases to try and replicate
these client histories is so daunting (e.g., "we just realized that would be just another database"
(A7)) that it just doesn’t happen.
4.2.3 Verifying Client Eligibility for Accountability: Exchanging Identification for Access to Services.
Whereas the client histories supported by more commensurate primary keys that would enable the
re-identification of records that frontline staff envisioned would theoretically help them better serve
clients, the actual work that frontline staff described when talking about the identifiers that served
as primary keys was the work of verifying client eligibility for services. Eligibility verification was
typically used to control access to services, an enactment of the political or public policy question
about which and how many clients to prioritize for services. For example, one staff member of a
data aggregation organization reflected that the systems are...
...principally organized around collecting data for the feds. So, they’re very regulative
in nature. So, it’s you know, who’s the person you’re serving? Are they eligible for
what you’re trying to give them? What did you give them? And that’s about it. And so,
you don’t get a lot of information at that level that helps you in the actual management
of the work. Or the effectiveness of the service that you’re providing. (H13)
For this work, different variants of identifiers are used, depending on the way(s) in which data
collection and sharing is or is not specified in agreements with funding agencies, particularly to
demonstrate accountability [57]. For example, a staff member at the HIV/AIDS focal organization
explained that one funder mandates the use of a database that requires a legal identifier for the
provision of funded services: "I need their... name. I can’t submit a test without it. I need your date
of birth because that screening form that they complete, when that specimen, when you go to a
doctor’s office, when they... get the results, they’ve got to tie that result to somebody..." (A9). In
this case, the requirement for a legal identifier may further be influenced by the nature of HIV as a
life-threatening virus if left untreated.
The homelessness focal organization, in contrast, is required to submit client data to the federal
HMIS, but the provision of services are not contingent on these data. The priority, then, shifts
to getting someone off the street: "We don’t require ID. Low bar for entry when it gets you in
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tonight..." (H1). So while pseudonymous identifiers are perfectly acceptable, limited bed space at the
shelter does compel the organization to limit the number of nights that any one individual stays:
In a very just like concrete way, we can only have 160 people here a night... They can
only have 90 stays unless the person is in a program and then they have to wait until
the next season... So making sure that we are keeping track of who’s had how many
stays, so then we’re not letting people stay past that. (H10)
Because of this, the organization also attempts to collect deduplicated identifiers—"Right now we
just, you give us a name and as long as [it is] the name you give us every time you come, that’s
cool, right" (H1)—though the nature of pseudonymous identifiers only affords not necessarily unique
identifiability.
In both cases, different variants of identifiers serve as a form of currency that clients exchange
for services; the variant of the identifier that is required most commonly depends on what funders
stipulate, which varies both within and across cases.
4.2.4 Referring Clients for Effectiveness: Coordinating Service Provision through Data Sharing. Organizations in both cases reported using data to support the collaborative work of referring clients
for services across organizations, for example: "We work with 14 different agencies... Our whole
mission... is to make referrals, so we will like refer out all day long" (H6). Unlike other motivations
for sharing data (i.e., counting or tracking clients), in which client anonymity is supported through
the use of anonymized or obfuscated identifiers, client referrals across organizations necessitate a
legal identifier so that the individual can be identified on handoff as the one for whom services have
been requested. In both focal organizations, the referral is documented in one of the organization’s
own databases. The handoff to the referral organization is done via a paper form. But the one-way
sharing of data doesn’t fully support these organizations’ work practices. In the homelessness
services case, when case managers refer a client to another organization, they want to hear back
from that organization: Did the client present there for services? What services did he receive?
And yet case managers report that they don’t generally hear back from the referral organization:
"We don’t get any information back...so it’s very like: out. We rarely get anything back" (H6).
In these cases, referral forms use legal identifiers as primary keys, for example: "the first page is
basic demographic information: client’s name, date of birth, social, contact number and what it is
they need..." (A5). Once the client presents at the referral organization, a new record is created in
that organization’s primary database with a new primary key: "If someone left here, for example,
and went to another [organization], that person’s record starts completely over at that place. It’s in
the system but they [the case managers] can’t see anything..." (A22). For the service providers, then,
the referral form severs the link between the two organizations’ different primary keys referring
to the same client. While it might be technically feasible to use legal identifiers to link the two
organization’s records, in practice, the records remain separate. In fact, this separation remains
in place even when both organizations use a shared database; access-controls on database tables
are often configured to prevent staff from accessing the client’s records at another organization
because of privacy concerns.
Without any link back to the referring organization’s primary key identifying the client, it would
be difficult for the referral organization to send back data about services rendered there. Yet, if the
referral did contain a link back to the primary key of the referring organization, it would implicitly
or explicitly contain provenential metadata about the referral organization, which could provide
unwarranted, undesirable, or illegally-disclosed information about the client. In the HIV/AIDS
case, for example, A8 noted that within a database for clients experiencing homelessness, he could
not identify his referred clients as originating from their HIV/AIDS organization as that would
reveal the protected status of their marginalized client population. Alternately, one could rely
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on a third-party, trusted organization (e.g., via a data warehouse or clearinghouse) to facilitate
the two-way information exchange, but that would require that all organizations agree on which
primary key to use or—more likely—that third party would create new primary keys. So in solving
the problem of ensuring two-way information exchange for client referrals, that third party might
be likely to recreate or exacerbate many of the same problems around aggregation that have already
been reported here.
5

DISCUSSION: INFRASTRUCTURE PROBLEMS & THE COERCIVENESS OF THE
PRIMARY KEY

Edwards et al. [24] argue that the attempts of researchers to create more human-centered experiences with computing systems are frequently stymied by problems with infrastructure. One class
of infrastructure problems are those termed interjected abstractions—problems in which "low-level
infrastructural concepts become part of the conceptual model of the interface" and are "exposed to
users through the applications built on top of the infrastructure" [24]. That is, properties of the
technical substrate bubble up to the surface where they shape the user experience. These interjected
abstractions, then, force end-users to work on the infrastructure’s terms. Through the interrogation
of the work practices supported by variants of the primary key, we find three infrastructure problems that derive from their infrastructural properties: the immutability of identifiers, the hegemony
of NOT NULL, and the demand for uniqueness within and across contexts. At the end of each
discussion section, we provide provocations for design related to each infrastructural abstraction.
Following these three sections, we discuss the influence of these infrastructure problems on the
way that public policy is enacted.
5.1

The Immutability of Identifiers

In relational database design, the identifier that is used as a primary key is immutable; it simply
cannot be changed. Changing the primary key would break all of the links between database
tables and undermine the fundamental premise of relational databases. But some of the identifiers
used as primary keys or used to generate primary keys in human services provision can and do
change. For example, the database that organizations are required to use if they receive money
from HRSA uses an obfuscated identifier as the primary key that concatenates gender and name
into its identifier—both of which are mutable human attributes. Or a client who gets tested for
HIV using a pseudonymous identifier as primary key has to get re-tested before he can receive any
other services, because a client needs to have a record with a legal identifier verified by government
identification as a primary key—and the pseudonymous identifier used previously as the primary
key cannot be updated.
The immutability of the primary key as an infrastructural abstraction also seems to implicate how
work practices around identifiers, more generally, are structured. Informants report that numerous
identifiers are also treated as immutable, even though the design of the relational database would
not necessarily require it. In nearly all instances, frontline staff members were not able to change
key identifiers such as the "spelling of the name, date of birth, or the sex" (A14). If a frontline
staff member enters that data incorrectly or if that data changes, they "have to call... and fess
up" (A14). A data manager working with one of the HIV/AIDS organization’s funder’s databases
concurs and confirms that, in practice, identifiers need to be changed "a fair amount... a couple
times a week." Informants report that changing identifying information cannot typically be done by
escalating the issue within the organization. Requesting changes required contacting a government
funding agency (e.g., "the County" (A14)), the database administrator (e.g., HMIS (H10)), or even
the Department of Motor Vehicles (A14).
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5.1.1 Provocations for Design. While changing a database primary key is generally not recommended due to potential impacts on data integrity and database performance, it is feasible that
relational databases might support ways to accomplish such a change, or at least support an alternate way of updating this information over time, such as architecting schemas that would allow
for additional or alternative identifiers to be added as trust is built. That staff members have to
"fess up" to incorrect identifier data also seems disproportionately onerous and punitive given the
commonality of the occurrence and the inherently dynamic nature of the characteristics upon
which some keys are based. Moreover, identifying instances of incorrect data and correcting that
information should be affirmed and made easier to accomplish to increase the overall validity of
data.
Keeping up with the changing nature of human data is a more general problem, as Raley notes,
for example: "the errors inherent within a catalog mailing list, one of the more basic data sets,
indicates how unstable that data can be: any given population is a massive moving target..." [51].
The infrastructural abstraction of immutability limits the ability of the database to dynamically
represent a changing phenomenon. Because we see instances in which a variety of identifying
information might be used in the algorithmic generation of a primary key (e.g., via an obfuscated
identifier), finding ways to better support updating data across many different fields would likely
be valuable.
5.2

The Hegemony of NOT NULL

The workflow imposed by relational database design is that the primary key must be established
first—whether automatically generated by the system (e.g., by an algorithm) or entered by a staff
member or volunteer. It is simply not possible to commit a row (e.g., add a new client) to a relational
database without a primary key; fields that are assigned to be the primary key are prohibited from
taking on NULL or unassigned values. This normative characteristic of relational databases also
shapes data collection practices. Primary key fields or identifiers that are used to generate a primary
key (e.g., in the case of obfuscated identifiers) are often collected before any others, whether data is
collected on paper, in spreadsheets or using an enterprise database.
Frontline staff members that work in these stigmatized policy fields, and, as they report, their
clients, are often wary of sharing legal identifiers when they believe that information will be shared
with untrusted parties. As a result, frontline staff report working carefully to build rapport and develop trust to facilitate the collection of the type of highly personal information that typically serves
as a primary key (e.g., legal names or governmental ID numbers) and, therefore, is problematically
requested before other information:
There’s a very large sense of trust that is needed between the client and myself in this
position and I think that the rapport built with the client is done in a very calculated
way and a very transparent way: ‘Also like just so you know up front this is what
I’m going to need from you...’. There are a number of very personal things that we
have to focus on and there’s also trust issues, too, ‘cause you’re asking for like social
security number and all this other stuff and we’re working with clientele that doesn’t
necessarily trust the system or authority figures or people in general. (H11)
Sometimes, as reported above, the requirement that frontline staff collect data up front that
includes highly personal information serving in the role of primary key requires significant additional confidence-building work. One staff member in the homelessness services case even reports
a sense that data collection has gotten even more personal and intense over time: "It’s gotten quite,
maybe interesting is the word. I don’t know but like we want to know everybody’s sexuality. We
want to know everybody’s this, everybody’s that..." (H8). When that highly personal information
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becomes a precondition for determining eligibility and/or receiving services, other challenges arise,
such as the proliferation of pseudonymous, unduplicated identifiers when clients provide different
identifiers to different, collaborating organizations which creates challenges for counting clients
or merging longitudinal client histories. In other instances, frontline staff report not wanting the
requirement to collect highly personal identifiers to foreclose connecting the client with services.
In these instances, they accept pseudonymous identifiers in place of legal identifiers, a practice which
can also create other problems down the road.
The abstraction of the primary key, specifically that it is prevented from containing a NULL value,
has contributed to influencing the data collection experience, most often imposing a workflow that
frontloads the need to collect the most personal information first from human services clients. The
multiple workarounds created—whether the additional trust-building work before the request for
legal identifiers or whether the collection of pseudonymous identifiers in their place—complicate and
reinforce existing challenges in counting, tracking, determining eligibility, and making referrals.
5.2.1 Provocations for Design. The workflow imposed by the technical abstraction that the primary
key cannot be NULL does suggest a few provocations for design. What would it mean, for example, if
more flexible workflows were supported that allowed a client record to be created with a temporary
or placeholder name so that whatever primary key is used by the database could be generated?
Then, once a trusted relationship had been built, a legal name could be entered and the primary
key could be updated across the database or appended to an existing record. This approach would
ensure the orderliness of the database(s) while respecting the process of relationship-building and
the desire of frontline staff to move quickly to provide services when the situation is warranted.
As discussed previously, updating primary keys is challenging from a technical perspective.
However, even if it were technically possible to incorporate more workflow flexibility into the
database, the infrastructural abstraction that the primary key cannot be NULL is still extremely
complicated to navigate for non-technical reasons. Not all records in human services are stored
digitally, and updating clients’ identifiers across submitted forms or case notes is virtually impossible,
even if the task of updating that information was deemed to be worth the investment of time. With
many organizations required to perform duplicate or triplicate entry into a variety of internal
databases and spreadsheets, in addition to external databases, updating information across each of
these systems would likely be deemed to yield a questionable return on investment. While, perhaps,
data warehouses or federated databases might seem to offer some promise, software vendors
undoubtedly also feel a lack of return on time invested, since, with probably very few exceptions,
such features are likely not being requested or used by their customers. As one informant explained,
I think the naive response to most things is: Well, we just ought to have a master system
and I think that most people who have an operation in process have legacy systems
and so I think there’s a lot of tension between why can’t we figure out ways to use
our legacy systems? And, well, it’s very frustrating to have to ask a question and deal
with legacy system boundaries, so I think you all should just move to a new system
and there’s probably something that does everything, but you know there never is. So
I think that is probably the place where most things stall is in that area... (H3).
5.3

The Demand for Uniqueness Within and Across Contexts

Another requirement in designing a relational database is that the primary key must be unique—that
is, within the table of client records, each primary key must appear at most once. It is then assumed
that all references to a particular primary key refer to the same entity (e.g., the client record)
throughout the database. There is an important distinction between the technical requirement
for uniqueness among records and the lack of a technical requirement for uniqueness among
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people represented by those records. While the normative assumption in database design is that the
uniqueness of the primary key should result in one-to-one mappings between unique primary keys
and unique individuals in the real world, the technical requirements do not actually enforce this
mapping. Instead, the properties of the infrastructure merely constrain the database in representing
relationships between some person and the data related to that person. And in the human services
context, this merely constrained criteria for uniqueness results in a proliferation of duplicated
records. In order to construct a one-to-one mapping between a unique primary key and a unique
individual, the individual either needs to (or needs to want to) be able to successfully connect
themselves to their single identifier consistently over time by knowing their specific primary
key (e.g., a U.S. Social Security Number) or by providing identifying information that allows that
primary key to be looked up (e.g., one’s associated demographic data like a name and/or date of
birth).
While the technical requirement of the uniqueness of the primary key creates space for the
duplication of records that is helpful in some ways—for the negotiation of trust or the expression of
a lack thereof—it does create other challenges for human services work, particularly with respect
to the duplication of identifiers and, as we turn to next, the merging of records across programs
and organizations. Understanding the genesis of the many-to-one mapping between the multiple
primary keys associated with an individual client is essential for understanding the additional
challenges with respect to the uniqueness that become layered onto this mapping.
Given the infrastructural requirement that a primary key must be unique within its given context,
it also bears unpacking the role of context in that uniqueness. The variants of identifiers that are
allowable as primary keys, then, are selected to be those most suited to the sociotechnical demands
of each context. And it is the varied needs of each context that create additional proliferation in the
one-to-many mapping between individuals and their associated primary keys—this time because of
the different (sometimes incommensurate) variants of identifiers that are used in each context. For
example, one organization in the homelessness services case is morally opposed to verifying legal
identifiers when they feel their job ought to be getting people into the shelter, off the streets, and
out of the cold. One smaller organization in that same case explained that "we really don’t want to
be in possession of people’s [Social Security Numbers], so we don’t do that" (H12). In contrast, the
focal organization in the HIV/AIDS services case is required to verify and collect that very same
information:
We had a client who—and this happens more frequently—that they give false names
when they go to get tested for HIV. And she had done an intake with a person, the
name that he had given... for testing was in the false name that he gave. So she had
to redo the intake under the correct name because there’s no way to, because that
information was null and void because of the fake name (A2).
Different contexts both within and across organizations have different demands and philosophical
orientations to human services provision that create variation across the kinds of primary keys
that are used.
Across databases used both within an organization (often managed by different funders, for
example) and across different organizations (who may want to collaborate through the aggregation
or sharing of data), the different variants of identifiers used as primary keys—the variants selected as
being appropriate within a context but that differ across contexts—create even more challenges. For
example, within the context of one HIV/AIDS service organization’s database, identifiable primary
keys are used productively; however, once the context expands out beyond the organization’s walls
and across organizations, the mere association between the identifiable client and the organization
(e.g., via provenential metadata) discloses a person’s HIV-positive status, which is a violation of the
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client’s privacy. As A8 explains, "just by being affiliated with [our organization] in that database,
someone could assume or make an assumption that [the client is] HIV positive."
While either of these problems might conceivably be addressed through intermediary translation
tables that match and merge client records across databases—perhaps in a way that private information (such as protected health status) is limited to a small group of database administrators—the
issue becomes that there are an exponential combination of contexts, each with unique work and
privacy requirements, and each with a proliferation of identifiers and primary keys:
Since we use so many different databases but we also use different client IDs for
clients even within medical services like, so we have our care coordination database,
CaseManager, and then we have [another database], ACAP, that we use for medical
services eligibility here.... And in each of those systems, half of those clients that are
in care coordination are also going to be on medical services but they’re going to
have a CaseManager ID and they’re going to have an ACAP ID. And the same across
surveillance and prevention... so surveillance, you know, they use... some kind of unique,
unique identification code for each person instead of a social [security number] so it’s
just trying to match between the programs and the different client IDs and that sort of
thing. It’s difficult. (A19)
As the context expands out beyond any one database or any one organization to the city, state,
or national levels of scale, the lack of a consistent identifier forecloses any possibility of uniqueness.
As data is aggregated at different levels, the lack of primary key consistency across contexts and
over time is at odds with the infrastructural abstraction.
5.3.1 Provocations for Design. The entangled requirements and expectations around different
manifestations of uniqueness—the infrastructural uniqueness of the primary key and the more-orless unique mapping of those keys to an individual client—is most problematic in human services
when the variety of contexts in which uniqueness must be achieved span multiple databases and
multiple organizations. The overlaying of these different manifestations of uniqueness in the human
services context results in a working operationalization of uniqueness as primary key consistency or
commensurability across contexts, which, as we have illustrated above, is a sociotechnically difficult
problem to solve.
If the problem of entangled uniqueness were solved, such as it were, it would enable forms of human services work that require deduplication but that do not demand identifiability (e.g., aggregated
client counts). But other forms of human services work demand identifiability (e.g., longitudinal
client histories). Here, the overlaid requirements of entangled uniqueness and identifiability begin
to more starkly conflict.
The process of deduplicating and merging records that would constitute a longitudinal client
history have been characterized elsewhere as a process of assembling "flecks of identity" [27] across
databases. Raley refers to the resulting corpus of data that is assembled about an individual as
a "data double"—an institutionally-oriented digital stand-in for an individual person that is built
by merging discrete data streams together, which can then act—and be acted upon—as if it was
the human being him/herself [51]. These data doubles come to represent clients in public policy
conversations, organizational decision-making, and program management.
For the construction of the data double, the degree of anonymity of the primary key (i.e.,
anonymous, pseudonymous, obfuscated, legal) matters less for merging data into a single data
double than it does for linking that data double to a unique individual in the real world. For example,
records across multiple databases could be linked together to form a single data double if only
anonymous identifiers were used, assuming they were used consistently across contexts and over
time. However, without some type of translation table to connect the data double back to the
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real person, this data double would be detached from the individual and largely unusable by the
frontline staff who are in the best position to use these data to help clients. As identifiers increase
in identifiability, it becomes easier to link the data double to a unique individual.
To accommodate this linkage, however, consistently used primary keys must also be consistently
highly identifiable. This means that in order to produce deduplicated client data doubles across
contexts, there would be a need to use the most invasive, least privacy-protecting identifiers to
resolve ambiguities across databases. In the process of linking data to create data doubles, then,
whatever privacy advantages might have been gained by using more privacy-preserving versions
of primary keys would be lost. As a result, the alignment of client privacy and welfare with an
appropriate degree of anonymity in primary keys should be a pivotal consideration in any specific
context.
In both the HIV/AIDS and homelessness cases, different third-party organizations were talking
about or more actively working towards developing a single, centralized, data warehouse and
simultaneously working to establish buy-in for such an endeavor. There was both progress towards
and pushback against a centralized data warehouse in both cases. The sociotechnical tensions
that have been uncovered in this research do suggest, however, that initiatives to collapse the
diversity of philosophies and requirements of different human services contexts into one global,
unified identifier will face significant challenges. There will remain a need for different variants
of primary keys, both in terms of the degrees of anonymity and uniqueness afforded, in different
organizational contexts and for different forms of human services work. The variants of identifiers
and the duplication of identifiers that clients help to seed across contexts that we see in this
research are also consistent with how sociologists understand the multifacetedness of identity
and its resistance to being collapsed into a single, unified entity [26]. Instead of advocating for
centralized, unified identifiers that remain immutable, can never be null, and are globally unique,
perhaps it is possible to design primary keys that embrace the complexity of identity and its
changing nature within and across varied contexts.
5.4

Enacting Public Policy through Infrastructural Abstractions

In the human services context, in which the pressure for organizations to become more datadriven is increasingly intense—coming from the federal government [32], from other funders
[4, 9, 73], and even from cultural narratives of technological progress perpetuated by technology
companies [29]—data work is not optional. But rather than being ‘data-driven,’ Bopp et al. [9] found
that organizations in the social sector are, instead, being ‘driven by’ their data, and others have
questioned whether this data work may even "come at great cost to themselves and ultimately to
the people they serve" [58]. Along with being driven by the demands of data, then, we also find that
organizations and their stakeholders are also driven by the demands of the infrastructure—often
required and prescribed by funders—that are used to manage those data.
The well-established politics of classification systems [12] attunes us to the influence wielded
by the categories of data that human services organizations are required to collect about their
clients and the services that they provide. But here we see the influence not just of the categories
encoded in a schema, but also the influence of the infrastructural abstractions underlying the
material form—the relational database—in which that schema is instantiated. The materiality of the
relational database [21] dictates the use of a primary key, and the infrastructural abstractions of
that primary key—that primary keys are immutable, can never be null, and are globally unique—in
turn, force the sociotechnical work of human services provision to be carried out in its image:
• Infrastructural abstractions influence the nature and order of the work. Frontline
staff members are tasked with a workflow in which highly sensitive personal data are
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supposed to be collected before other data—or even before services can be rendered. Frontline
staff report that instead of feeling that their job is about helping clients succeed in programs,
it is now just data work.
• Infrastructural abstractions create new forms of work as stakeholders work around
the constraints of the abstractions. Frontline staff have to call to “fess up” to funders when
client data changes. Testers have to add re-testing to their workload for clients who originally
presented with a pseudonymous identifier. Frontline staff engage in additional trust-building
work before requesting identifiers that could be perceived as too personal.
• Infrastructural abstractions influence the tenor of the relationships among individuals. Frontline staff provide accounts suggesting a disempowering relationship with those
who manage and gatekeep data in databases. They also report evidence suggesting that
tenuous relationships with clients are dynamically negotiated through the data-sharing
process.
Edwards et al. [24] suggest that interjected abstractions from the underlying infrastructure
can lead to problems in usability and usefulness at the interface layer. Here, we find that these
infrastructural abstractions have a much more coercive reach, forcing people to work in the image
of the infrastructure. The relational database and its infrastructural abstractions, in some ways,
becomes the work of human services provision: "A lot of my clients get to the point now where I’m
not even asking the questions. I just say, ‘hey how’s it going?’ and they’re answering everything"
(A5). But even more, the relational database and its infrastructural abstractions become the de facto
public policy. Staff members relate to clients through the data they have to collect (see also [59]),
but also, as we see here, how they have to collect it—where the how is dictated in no small part by the
constraints of infrastructural abstractions. When staff relate to clients through data and information
infrastructures, they do so instead of relating to clients by considering their unique situation and
the overall objective of the policy: to reduce the incidence of HIV/AIDS or homelessness.
Policy, then, is not merely enacted through the classification systems and systems of measurement
that are directly or indirectly prescribed by legislation produced by politicians or by contractual
language drafted by funders [59]. Public policy is also enacted—likely unknowingly—by software
engineers who implement and maintain relational database platforms and instantiate the rules and
constraints in the infrastructure that becomes coercive to the work of human services provision.
Granted, designing for human services provision will never be an entirely technical pursuit, even
given contemporary demands that these organizations be increasingly data-driven [9, 29, 32]. But
the diversity of values and logics that underpin computer-supported cooperative human services
provision (see also [70]), in this research, suggest that infrastructural abstractions supporting more
flexibility in work would be beneficial. These flexibilities would give staff the space to negotiate the
layered-ness of human relationships in this context—relationships among governments, funders,
and organizations; among collaborating organizations; and between clients and each of these.
6

CONCLUSION

Information infrastructures are, indeed, performative. The schemas and classification systems
that privilege the collection and use of some data over others influence what is possible. But the
identifiers and primary keys that enable the linking and accessing of those data are also performative.
The technical properties that have been baked into the primary key shape work in often-coercive
ways, forcing end-users to operate in the image of the infrastructure and to find ways of working
around that infrastructure. In this research, then, we make the following contributions:
• Elaborate a design space for identifiers, including empirically-observed variants of identifiers
along axes of anonymity and uniqueness;
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• Present a descriptive account of four classes of sociotechnical work afforded by primary keys
and other identifiers that do the work of primary keys;
• Identify three technical abstractions of the primary key—that it cannot be changed, cannot
be empty, and must be unique—the properties of which have forced end-users to work in the
image of the infrastructure;
• Suggest design provocations for better supporting identification across a variety of contexts;
and
• Provide an empirical account of infrastructural abstractions coercively influencing work
practice and enacting de facto public policy.
The data collected by human services organizations characterize some of society’s most pressing
social problems. These data provide accounts of the interdependence of various human challenges;
chronicle the successes and failures of potential remedies and solutions; and support data-driven
decision-making for individuals, organizations, and larger communities. If the identifiers and primary keys that hold information infrastructures together and that bring information infrastructures
together were more supportive of the sociotechnical context of these critical data, we could engender more transformative outcomes for human services organizations, their clients, the communities
they work in, the donors who fund them, as well as the policymakers and citizens who have a stake
in these organizations delivering effective services.
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